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COURSE OF STUDY 321 
  Bible III: New Testament I 

 
August 12-13 and September 9-10, 2022 
Rev. Dr. Kenneth D. Hutchens 
(217) 390-1566  
Brokenhutchens@gmail.com 
  
Goals: 

   This course focuses on the content and message of the Gospels, as well as the theological 
perspectives of the Gospel writers. The practice of exegesis will be emphasized with the goal of 
a greater understanding of the life and ministry of Jesus Christ . 

Course Objectives: 

1. Understand the origin, message, and purpose of each Gospel. 
2. Exegete this form of literature. 
3. Apply exegesis to preaching, other pastoral responsibilities, and issues of the 

present day. 
4. Gain a better overall understanding of the life and ministry of Jesus the Christ. 
5. Increase understanding of the historical background of the life of Jesus. 

 
 Required Books:  
 
Murphy, Frederick J. An Introduction to Jesus and the Gospels. Nashville: Abingdon, 2005. 
 
Powell, Mark Allan. Introducing the New Testament: A Historical, Literary and Theological 

Survey. Grand Rapids: Baker, 2009. (This book will also be used for COS 521.) 
 
The Bible. A modern annotated scholarly translation such as the RSV or NRSV is recommended. 
     
 Recommended Books: 
 
American Bible Society. Synopsis of the Four Gospels: Revised Standard Version. 2010. 
 
Culpepper, Alan. The Anatomy of the Fourth Gospel: A Study in Literary Design. Philadelphia: 

Fortress, 1983. 
 
Green, Joel, Jeannine Brown and Nicholas Perrin, editors. Dictionary of Jesus and the Gospels. 

Second edition. Downer’s Grove, Illinois: InterVarsity Press, 2013. 
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Instructions: 
  
1)  Read the assigned chapters and pages, take notes and answer the questions 
completely. Focus especially on the readings from the Bible. Do not quote extensively from the 
texts you read. Digest the ideas and information and then put the answers in your own words. 
  
2)  Minimum lengths are given for each item of written work. 
  
3)  Type your written work on 81/2 x 11 inch white paper.  Use only one side with one-inch 
margins and double spacing of lines.  Use a 10- 11 point font on a computer with a regular type 
font. Do not use script, condensed or all caps. 
  
4)  On each page of your work include a header with your name and page number. Begin each 
section (capitalized heading) with the appropriate heading at the top. You do not have to 
repeat the question but use the appropriate letter and number of the question. 
  
5)  Ideas and information should be stated in your own words, not in the words of the authors 
you read. If you do quote from a printed text you must use quotation marks and note the 
source (including pages) in parentheses at the end of each usage. Quotations should never be 
more than a sentence or two. 
  
6)  Add a title page to each course that includes:  a) the name and number of the course; b) 
your name, c) your Personal Identification number (PID) obtained from GBHEM by emailing 
cosregistrar@gbhem.org and d) the date of the first day of class.  
  
7)  Staple or clip all pages for each course together. 
  
8)  Hand in written work for the class when the course meets for the first time in 
Springfield. Late work is only accepted for year 1 students when the director of the school has 
granted prior approval. 
  
9)  Make a copy of your typed material and bring it with you for your own use during 
the course. 
 
10) Every attempt will be made to grade all work between the two meetings of the class. If that 
is not possible a stamped self-addressed envelope may be requested for the second class. 
  
Note on Plagiarism:  Using other people’s materials (whether from a book, journal, teacher, 
another student, sermon or lectionary aid) without documentation is unacceptable 
behavior. Such activity, known as plagiarism, usually means failure for the course with 
notification sent to the Conference Course of Study Registrar and the Division of Ordained 
Ministry. Professors will report all instances of plagiarism to the Director 
of Course of Study. The Director will arrange for a meeting with the professor and student, and 
the student will be given an opportunity to explain the situation. The Director, in consultation 
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with the professor, will make a decision about what action is appropriate for a first instance of 
plagiarism. Such action could include rewriting the material or failure of the course. A brief 
summary of the meeting will be prepared by the Director and placed in the student’s file in 
the Course of Study Office and kept there until the student completes 
the Course of Study Curriculum. If a second instance of plagiarism is documented, the student 
will fail the course and the Director will determine what other consequences may apply. 
  
Assignments: 
     The focus of this class is on the Gospels and life of Jesus. It is highly recommended that you 
first read the Powell chapter on each Gospel, read the entire Gospel, read the Murphy chapter 
on that Gospel and then read the entire Gospel again. Only then should you answer the 
question on that particular Gospel.  
 
PART I                                                                             
  
A. HISTORICAL CONTEXTS AND STUDYING THE GOSPELS 
 
Read Powell, 9-101; Murphy, 1-87. 

 1.  What is the Synoptic Problem or Synoptic Puzzle? What is the main way that scholars have 
“solved” this mystery? Are there other solutions?  (2 pages) 

 2.   What are the main characteristics of the Sadducees, Pharisees, Samaritans, Zealots and 
Essenes? Why is it important to understand these groups when reading the Gospels? (3 pages) 

B. MARK 

 Read Powell, 124-45; Mark 1-16; Murphy, 89-138. 

1.  What is the “Messianic Secret” or “Mystery of the Kingdom of God” in Mark? What is kept 
secret? From whom? Who is allowed to know? (Give examples.) When will the secret be 
revealed? Why is it important for certain aspects of Jesus’ identity and ministry to be kept secret 
according to Powell and Murphy? What do you think? (4 pages) 

C. MATTHEW 

Read Powell, 102-23; Matthew 1-28; Murphy, 139-89. 

1.  What is the meaning of Matthew’s focus on Jesus as a teacher of God’s will? How does 
Matthew organize Jesus’ teaching? What are the implications for the reader’s views of Jesus? 
What are the implications for the believer’s relationship to the Old Testament Torah or Law? (4 
pages) 
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PART II 

A. LUKE 

Read Powell, 146-67; Luke 1-24; Murphy, 191-247. 

1.  What does Luke tell us of the interactions of Jesus with women? Discuss a number of passages 
that feature women in the Gospel of Luke. How does this impact our view of Jesus and the 
salvation he brings? How is this different from the other Gospels? Give examples. (4 pages) 

B. JOHN 

Read Powell, 168-89; John 1-21; Murphy, 249-90. 

1.   Jesus performs a series of signs in the Gospel of John that bring forth various reactions from 
those around him. Compare and contrast the signs of healing in John 5 and John 9 (the man by 
the pool of Siloam and the man born blind.) How do these signs impact the person involved? 
What do they tell us about Jesus? What do they tell us of the character of the person healed? 
What is revealed from the reactions of others to the sign? What do we learn from these chapters 
about the interaction between miracles and faith? (4 pages) 

C. THE HISTORICAL JESUS AND THE CHRIST OF FAITH 

Read Murphy, 291-378.  (Note also Powell, 63-79, which you read above.) 

 1.  What is the relationship of the “historical Jesus” or “earthly Jesus” and the “Christ of faith” or 
“exalted figure of Jesus Christ”? Define what scholars mean by those terms? What evidence is 
allowed when describing the “historical Jesus”? What value do you see for understanding this 
distinction in the life of the church? What value for your faith? (4 pages) 


